This study aimed to examine the effect
Preliminary
Globalization makes it easier for investors to invest in various countries only by looking at the condition of the company through financial statements. Revaluation is one of the fixed asset measurement methods adopted from IFRS where revaluation can improve transparency, competitiveness, and comparability of financial statements [3] . The fair value in the revaluation model may reflect the real potential of fixed assets which is a reflection of the company's condition [20] . The revaluation also received support from the Government of Indonesia through PMK191/PMK.010/2015 which conclude the revaluation of fixed assets tax.
The phenomenon that occurs not many companies that utilize fixed asset revaluation although various benefits will be obtained if the company revalues. Research This study aims to examine the effect of independent variables consisting of financial and nonfinancial factors to the dependent variable that is the revaluation decision of fixed assets. Financial factors consist of leverage, liquidity, fixed asset intensity, firm size, and firm value. Nonfinancial factors consist of managerial ownership, government ownership, and independent board of commissioners. The originality of this study is the use of variables that are still rarely studied in Indonesia such as variable firm value, managerial ownership, government ownership and independent board of commissioners.
Theories used are positive accounting theory and also agency theory. Positive accounting theory to explain and predict an action to be taken company through the three hypotheses in the theory of positive accounting, among others: (1) the debt cost contract hypothesis, (2) the political cost hypothesis. (3) the bonus plan hypothesis.
Agency theory is used to describe actions taken by companies to reduce the existence of information asymmetry.
Leverage is the ratio used to measure how much equity and assets that are used as collateral for corporate debt payments. The high leverage value is not favored by the creditor as it shows the low guarantee of disbursement of equity or assets if the company is liquidated. In addition, the high value of leverage also shows the company's DOI 10.18502/kss.v3i10.3192
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ICE-BEES 2018 proximity to breach of debt agreement. Based on the hypothesis of debt contracting costs of positive accounting theory, firms close to breach of debt agreements such as having high leverage ratios would be more likely to choose accounting methods that could shun the company from credit risk for breach of debt agreement. Revaluation can be used to loosen debt agreement constraints such as possible fines [12] . Asset revaluation can increase the value of the equity that decreases the company's leverage ratio [25] . Low leverage ratio will increase creditor trust [19] making it easier to obtain a capital loan. Based on this, firms with high leverage will be more likely to choose to use revaluation methods on their fixed assets. Further Aziz & Yuyetta (2017); Wali (2015) successfully proves leverage has a positive effect on the revaluation of fixed assets.
H 1 : Leverage positively affects fixed asset revaluation decisions
Liquidity is a ratio that shows how much the company's ability to fund current liabilities / debt that has matured the company by using current assets. Low liquidity ratios indicate potential problems that indicate the company's close to breach of debt agreement [5] . Based on the positive accounting theory of the hypothesis of debt relief costs, firms close to breach of debt agreements such as having low liquidity value will seek to choose accounting methods that may prevent the company from credit risk due to breach of debt agreement so that the company will be motivated to perform fixed asset revaluation. The purpose of the revaluation is to show the true value of the fixed asset so as to inform the creditor about the assurance of the sale of the asset if the company is unable to repay the debts of the maturing company. Further 
H 2 : Liquidity negatively affects fixed asset revaluation decisions
Fixed assets is one of the creditor's concerns because it can be used as collateral if the company is unable to pay the debt. The high value of fixed assets will make it easier for companies to obtain loans from creditors [24] . Based on positive accounting theory, firms with high fixed asset intensity will try to choose the method that can benefit the company, one of them by choosing to do revaluation. The revaluation can make the asset's value higher so it can be used as an additional asset sale to the creditor if the company is liquidated. Tabari & Adi (2014); Seng & Su (2010) states that asset revaluation would be more profitable if the fixed asset ratio to total assets is significant.
In addition, the revaluation also requires a lot of costs so that the proportion of low fixed assets is not proportional to the cost to be issued by the company if it revalues.
Under this framework, firms with high fixed assets will be more likely to revalue than firms with low fixed assets. Further Tabari Low tobin'Q values represent companies in undervalued conditions and management failures managing corporate assets [26] . Low tobin'Q values may cause a conflict of interest because the management diaggap fails to achieve the stakeholder objectives.
Based on agency theory, management may take steps to overcome a conflict of interest by informing the true value of the company's assets through revaluation of the firm's fixed assets. Asset revaluation has been empirically proven to make it easier for companies to obtain loans in debt markets [13] , increasing price, and stock returns [1] . Wali (2015) asset revaluation decision is a decision of management, so management will be more flexible to take asset revaluation decisions.
H 6 : Managerial ownership positively affects fixed asset revaluation decisions
The revaluation set out in PMK191/PMK.010/2015 is one of the volcanic economic policy packages of V that are primarily targeted to a company majority owned by the Government of the Republic of Indonesia. The revaluation is beneficial to the Government of the Republic of Indonesia both as a shareholder of the company and as a tax regulator. From the shareholder side, the Government can increase the value of the shares because the revaluation surplus can be used as share bonus for shareholders and from the tax regulator side, the Government will get the fund injection on the fixed assets revaluation tax. The Government as the majority shareholder is also entitled to determine the composition of management and directors within the company and to intervene in the decision of the company for the benefit of the government. Based on positive accounting theory, management may choose to use revaluation method which has many benefits for shareholders (Government) with the aim of pleasing shareholders so that management get high bonus. Revaluation is one method that can be used to reveal the value of an asset that is a reflection of the true value of the company. So that the number of independent board of directors in the company allegedly will increase the company's motivation to perform asset revaluation. Revaluation of fixed asset is to change the book value of assets previously recorded at acquisition cost and then recorded based on fair value of assets [3] .
1 for companies that perform asset revaluation. 0 for companies that do not revaluate assets [3] .
Leverage (LEV)
Leverage is a description of the proportion of debt to equity owned by the company [6] .
Total Liabilities Equity [6] Liquidity (LIQ)
Liquidity represents the proportion of current assets compared to current liabilities of the company [5] .
Current Assets Current Liabilities [5] Fixed asset intensity (FAI)
Fixed asset intensity is a description of the proportion of property and equipment owned by the company [19] .
Total Fixed Assets
Total Assets [19] Firm Size (FS)
Firm size is grouping companies into small, medium and large size [2] .
Firm Value (FV) Firm Value (NP) Corporate value is a value that can indicate the condition of a company [26] .
Tobin'Q = (MVS+D)/TA [26] .
Managerial Ownership (MO)
Managerial ownership is the ownership of shares by directors, commissioners and employees who have certain requirements to own shares [30] .
Total Ownership Manager Total Owners [30] Government Ownership (GO) Government ownership is the share ownership by the government [31] .
Total Government Ownership
Total Owners [31] IndependenBoard of Commissioners (IBC) Independent board of commissioners is a board of commissioners who does not have any affiliation relationship with shareholders, company management and other board of commissioners [30] .
Total Independent Commissioner
Total Commissioner [30] Source: various studies, 2018 
Results and Discussion
The result of hypothesis testing with significance level α 0,05 is presented in Table   2 . below: 
Effect of leverage on fixed assets revaluation
The result of logistic regression test yields positive regression coefficient. The value of positive coefficients supported by positive accounting theory says that companies close to breach of debt agreements such as having high leverage ratios will be more likely to choose accounting methods that may prevent companies from credit risk for breach of debt agreement. So firms with high leverage are more likely to choose to use fixed asset revaluation methods in order to decrease leverage ratios.
Leverage has no effect on the asset revaluation decisions because based on the research data, the average sample company does not have a high leverage level so the firms are not too interested in revaluing assets. In addition, the cost will be issued to conduct a revaluation is also not small. The company's expectations lowered the leverage ratio to ease the burden on the company, making it easier to obtain a loan, but the costs for revaluation would add to the company's burden. The results of this study are in line with research conducted by Seng & Su (2010) which also found no leverage relationship with fixed asset revaluation decisions.
Effect of liquidity on fixed assets revaluation
The liquidity regression coefficient is positive, it is because the revaluation of fixed assets requires considerable costs as well as for revaluation taxes and also for the payment of independent appraisers. The researcher failed to find the negative effect of liquidity on the revaluation of fixed assets due to the low value of fixed assets owned by the company is not large enough to be able to provide confidence to the creditor regarding the disbursement guarantee of fixed assets if the company is unable to pay the liabilities of the company that has matured. Revaluation is also not significant if assets are not in a position to be sold and will increase the company's liquidity burden 
Effect of fixed asset intensity on fixed assets revaluation
Logistic regression coefficients show negative but insignificant results. The negative coefficient is explained by positive accounting theory where low asset value in the firm adds to the creditor's concerns so that the company will revalue to increase the value of the company's fixed assets. H3 is rejected, the intensity of fixed assets has no effect on fixed asset revaluation decisions. The intensity of fixed assets has no effect on fixed asset revaluation decisions allegedly due to the too low fixed assets value of the company that can be revalued and generate a surplus so that it will not be 
Effect of firm size on fixed assets revaluation
The result of logistic regression shows the positive firm size regression coefficient according to the initial hypothesis of the study. The positive coefficients are explained by positive accounting theory where firm size is often associated with political attention. Large companies will be more visible than small firms and thus vulnerable to the demands of stakeholders that can increase the company's political costs. Consequently large firms are thought to be more likely to apply more conservative accounting methods that can reduce profits so as to reduce the company's political attention in accordance with positive accounting estimates of the political cost hypothesis.
Firm size has no effect on fixed asset revaluation decisions allegedly due to the effects of a fixed asset revaluation whereby the company's objective of revaluation is to avoid political attention from stakeholders due to the size of the firm. However, the effect of asset revaluation will increase the size of the company. So it is not in line with the original purpose of revaluation that is to avoid political attention. In addition, 
Effect of firm value on fixed assets revaluation
Based on the logistic regression test, H5 is rejected as the value of the company has no effect on fixed asset revaluation decisions. The company's value proxied by tobin'Q has no effect on asset revaluation decisions allegedly because shareholders and creditors will not pay much attention to the value of tobin'Q. Shareholders and creditors will be more focused on achieving management through the high profits earned by the company, and the success or failure of the programs that run the company. To earn profits, expand, and fund projects that benefit the company requires a lot of funds, whereas if the company revalues the assets it will suck up the company's funds that could otherwise be allocated to other more profitable programs.
In addition, the objective of fixed asset revaluation in accordance with the agency theory is to conduct the company to avoid conflicts of interest between management and stakeholders outside the company. Management may take steps to address con- 
Effect of manajerial ownership on fixed assets revaluation
The result of logistic regression shows that managerial ownership has an effect on fixed asset revaluation decisions. The role of managerial ownership is critical in agency theory to reduce the conflict of interest between agents and principals. Managerial ownership can reduce the agency costs incurred by the company. Management will also act in accordance with the wishes of the principal because after all management is part of the principal itself. Management will take actions that can benefit all parties both from the side of management and stakeholders. One of them with the management took action revaluation of fixed assets. Some of the benefits will be obtained by the principal due to management decisions to revalue such as can increase the creditor trust, can be used to reduce corporate income tax, and can increase the value of shares. Revaluation of assets may increase share ownership because the excess of asset value can be used as bonus shares to the non-taxable owner (PMK191 / PMK.010 / 2015).
Effect of goverment ownership on fixed assets revaluation
The logistic regression result shows that Government ownership has a positive effect on fixed asset revaluation decisions. Positive influence is explained by positive accounting theory where management will choose accounting methods that can please shareholders' heart for the purpose of getting bonus. Revaluation will provide many benefits to the Government both from the side of the Government as a shareholder and the Government as a tax regulator so that management will also be rewarded by giving higher bonuses.
Effect of independent board of commissioners on fixed assets revaluation
The independent board of commissioners has no effect on fixed assets revaluation decisions. Although based on research data the average sample company has complied with the rules of the Financial Services Authority regulation no. 33 which requires the company to own at least 30% of the independent board of commissioners, it appears that the regulation is only an excuse to comply with the rules and not for the purpose of monitoring the management to be effective. In addition, based on the results of this study majority ownership has a significant influence on the decisions taken by the company, so the policy of independent board of commissioners is not too influential on the decisions taken company. The results of this study support the results of research from Wali (2015) who also did not find the influence of independent board of commissioners against the asset revaluation decisions
Conclusion
Based on the test results, nonfinancial factors play a role in determining fixed asset revaluation decisions where managerial ownership, government ownership has proven to positively affect fixed asset revaluation decisions. While leverage, liquidity, fixed asset intensity, firm size, firm value, and independent board of commissioners have no effect on fixed asset revaluation decisions. Further research is expected to conduct research in the period before and after the implementation of PMK191 / PMK.010 / 2015 so that the results of further research can provide information relating to the effects or benefits if the company revalued fixed assets in accordance PMK191 / PMK.010.2015.
